
Our company is looking to fill the role of program executive. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for program executive

Provides operational leadership and oversight for the development, direction
and coordination for all programmatic activities of the Office for Executive
Education
Leads large-scale learning programs with cross-functional team across all
aspects of project management including needs assessments, solutions
development and design, implementation and tracking, and continuous
improvement
Creates agile and flexible approaches to learning and development, including
in person, online, and networked methods of connecting learners and
impacting behaviors
Provides thought leadership around how to effectively develop and support
key talent employees within all levels of the organization, with emphasis on
working with managers of key talent to ensure they are prepped to support
development efforts
Develops experiences that are intrinsically aligned to business and
organizational priorities
Creates and leverages internal networks of sponsors and stakeholders to
effectively drive projects in a large organization
Develops multiple approaches to learning solutions and provides
analysis/recommendations regarding cost and implementation
Regularly evaluates program effectiveness and keeps business informed of
impact and changes
Develops strong collaborative relationships within the HP inc. Talent &
Learning team to leverage expertise, inputs and feedback from peers while
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Stays current on latest innovations, approaches and technologies tied to adult
learning theory and are inclusive of different levels within a global, multi-
generational workforce

Qualifications for program executive

Demonstrated ability to prioritize own work and multi-task, and manage last-
minute needs and changes gracefully
Knowledgeable, energetic and passionate about online education
Highly proficient in creating and communicating business plans and models,
using tools such as MS Excel and PowerPoint
Experience working on compliance programs and working closely with
corporate legal and program assurance areas related to government program
compliance
Familiarity with FEP and/or other insurance offerings in the Federal
Employees Health Insurance Program
Expert level understanding digital trends and impact to various Industries


